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European power markets: long term outlook to 2050

Introduction & background

Source: Wood Mackenzie

 This exert of our European Power Markets report provides a regional summary of our latest long-term outlook. This report

is one of the key deliverables of Wood Mackenzie’s European Power Service. The analysis presented here is a product of

our integrated update cycle, incorporating the latest research from our commodity analytics teams as well as updates to our

outlooks for power markets and related energy transition technologies

 Market-level reports and data, including hourly volume and price information, are available as part of the same service. All

reports are accompanied by summary datafiles while clients can define larger datasets to meet their requirements using our

Europe Power Data Tool

 The European Power Service enables our clients to:

» Capture the long-term impact of technology, regulations, economic growth and fuel price changes on power supply,

demand and prices

» Evaluate project economics as power market supply, design and operations evolve

» Understand the effects of current and potential environmental policy on the generation mix

» Identify technologies, policies and trend that will define the pace and scope of change in the European power system

http://www.woodmac.com/
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European Power Service: key deliverables & content

Integrated analysis of fuels, technologies and market dynamics produces a bankable outlook 
for power capacity, supply, demand and prices

Source: Wood Mackenzie

 Outlooks for key macroeconomic factors and gas, coal, oil and carbon prices

 Europe regional power markets long-term outlook (annual data to 2050)

» Regional power capacity, generation and demand overview 

» Renewable power capacity, generation and supply shares – including regional and market-level progress to 

targets (capacity and generation)

» Market-by-market power capacity, generation by source and demand overview

» Power prices and spreads in major markets

» Summary report and datafile

 Power market reports and data (national markets & hourly data to 2050)

» Hourly chronological analysis and data for power generation, flows and pricing

» Outlooks for capacity, generation & prices – wholesale prices and capture prices for all major technologies, 

including conventional sources (including CCGT) and renewables (including onshore and offshore wind, and 

solar PV)

» Individual market reports, datafiles & power data tool providing focussed commentary and analysis of hourly 

prices, market pricing dynamics, supply-cost stacks and technology specific capture prices

» Country Handbooks – guides to national market structure, policy & regulation

» Sensitivities analysis 

 Data and reports updated every 6 months

 Insights, Informs and market data tracking

http://www.woodmac.com/
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1. European power markets were reshaped in 2020, the pandemic causing a record decline in GDP and 5% fall in power demand. Against

this backdrop, the renewable share of power supply surged to over 38%, but not without implications for system balance and prices.

2. The EU has launched itself into a green recovery, supporting its objectives with a € 0.75 Tn recovery fund – the largest ever measure of its

kind. In conjunction with a renewed 7-year budget (amounting to a further € 1.05 Tn) this mammoth allocation of funding is intended to

ease pressure on Member States as they pursue the bloc’s new 55%-by-2030 emissions reduction goal.

3. Existing national energy and climate plans (NECPs) to 2030 must be re-written and region-wide measures, such as the EU ETS, will be

strengthened as Europe faces up to the reality of its new objectives. But, beyond 2030 the long-term pathway to net-zero is unclear.

4. As much as two-thirds of power supply may need to be met by renewables in 2030, and electrification of transport and heat must also

come-of-age to ensure that sufficient progress towards mid-century goals is made.

5. Centralised auctions will be a key driver of wind and solar growth, with the combined production of these sources set to quadruple by 2050

in our view. PPAs and merchant models will also be important routes to market for renewables, but questions remain over how to

incentivise sufficient flexible resources

6. Power prices will be subject to increasing drag from renewables at the margin, offsetting the higher costs of flexible thermal supply – but

gas will continue to play a major role in power price formation, called upon to balance systems during periods of low renewable output.

Power prices begin to decouple from gas around the late 2030s, although the timing of this change will vary by market.

7. Regulators and policy makers must address two critical challenges in European power: the provision of sufficient flexibility; and the timely

delivery of commercially attractive, low-cost renewable energy. Further technical and market innovations will be required to achieve net-

zero

European power: the transition gathers pace as Europe commits to its net-zero 

ambitions

The net-zero objective is undeniably ambitious and, while the power sector is a critical component of
Europe’s transformation, a lack of strategy and framework raise uncertainties beyond 2030

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Europe power markets: long-term outlook to 2050
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Generation capacity, EU & UK

Europe’s net-zero commitments strengthen the outlook for wind and solar

Energy transition in the power sector sees the renewable share of supply rise from 39% in 2020 to 82% by 
2050, but not without challenges to markets and infrastructure

Europe power markets: long-term outlook to 2050

*VRE: Variable Renewable Energy (wind & solar)

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Power supply by source, EU & UK
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EU Green Deal pillars

Europe looks to recovery: the EU Green Deal will be supported by the largest stimulus 

package ever
The Green Deal aligns Europe with the Paris climate agreement, establishing the pathway to a net-zero
economy by 2050 – the 2020s are the foundation years of the energy transition

The recovery package and budget

Clean & 
circular 

economy

Zero 
pollution;  
toxic free 

environment

Net zero 
GHG by 

2050, 55% by 
2030

March 2020 

Climate law 
proposed for a 

carbon neutral EU by 
2050

December 2020

Agree 55% 
reductions by 2030

June 2021

Proposals for carbon 
adjustment 

mechanism and ETS

2023 

Revised NECPs for 
new 2030 target

Key dates in the 

timeline of 

Green Deal

implementation

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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Renewable auction capacity, 2018-2021 

Centralised auctions will continue to be the dominant driver of renewable growth, 

but a growing menu list of options is available to developers

With 40 GW of renewable capacity due to be auctioned, 2021 will be a record breaking year – but power 
prices become more critical as PPAs and merchant options provide alternatives routes to market

Europe power markets: long-term outlook to 2050

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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Average day-ahead price and wind + solar as a % of 

load: 2020

The growing role of variable renewables has consequences – with hours of high 

penetration delivering low prices – but wind and solar are not the only moving parts
Over time systems adapt to accommodate higher volumes of variable supply and by 2040 prices only 
approach zero when wind and solar input significantly exceeds gross load

Europe power markets: long-term outlook to 2050

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Average day-ahead price and wind + solar as a % of 

load: 2040
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Wind & solar as % of load
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Wind & solar as % of load

Power prices tend to zero when variable 

renewables reach 110 percent of supply or 

more. This shift is assisted by the growing 

flexibility fleet

Power prices tend to zero when 

variable renewables reach 60 

percent of supply or more
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Report Pricing Information

woodmac.com

The full report can be purchased here for $5,400.

European power markets: long term outlook to 2050 is part of Wood Mackenzie’s

European Power Service. The service helps you identify opportunities and guide

developments to successfully evolve alongside the changing electricity sector.

With our robust research, you‘ll have the ability to track the electricity market

dynamics as they are today and plan your strategy to succeed in a decentralized,

high-renewable, low-carbon power market.

Contact power@woodmac.com for demo requests and subscription pricing.

Related Research

• France power market long-term outlook to 2050: Q1 2021

• Germany power market long-term outlook to 2050: Q1 2021

• Fast and Furious: Europe's race to slash emissions by 2030

http://www.woodmac.com/
https://bit.ly/3sokrsE
https://bit.ly/3cijyvX
mailto:power@woodmac.com?subject=European%20Power%20information
https://bit.ly/3cWD408
https://bit.ly/31bT1Kz
https://bit.ly/3rhWDFd
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Our market intelligence coverage includes:We focus on the 

critical intersections of 

technologies, policies, 

and actors reshaping 

the energy landscape Grid Edge

Energy Storage

Wind Power

Power and 

Fuel Markets

Solar Power

Our content is accessible through:

Topical market reports

Recurring core datasets

Direct analyst access

Online Data Hub platform

Exclusive Executive Council meetings

Industry conferences

woodmac.com

Contact power@woodmac.com to learn 

more about our power & renewables 

research suite.

http://www.woodmac.com/
mailto:power@woodmac.com?subject=European%20Power%20information
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We provide commercial insight and access to our experts leveraging our integrated 

proprietary metals, energy and renewables research platform.

 Acquired Genscape, MAKE 

and Greentech Media (GTM)

 Leaders in the energy transition 

and cross-commodities

 Over 600 sector-dedicated analysts 

and consultants globally

 Located close to customers and 

industry contacts

Wood Mackenzie offices Wood Mackenzie offices with Power & Renewables presence

About Wood Mackenzie

Wood Mackenzie is ideally 

positioned to support consumers, 

producers and financers of the 

new energy economy.

http://www.woodmac.com/
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License

Ownership Rights

All reports are owned by Wood Mackenzie, protected by United States Copyright and international copyright/intellectual proper ty laws under 

applicable treaties and/or conventions. User agrees not to export any report into a country that does not have copyright/inte llectual property laws 

that will protect Wood Mackenzie’s rights therein.

Grant of License Rights

Wood Mackenzie, hereby grants user a personal, non-exclusive, non-refundable, non-transferable license to use the report for research purposes only 

pursuant to the terms and conditions of this agreement. Wood Mackenzie retains exclusive and sole ownership of each report disseminated under this 

agreement. User agrees not to permit any unauthorized use, reproduction, distribution, publication or electronic transmission of any report or the 

information/forecasts therein without the express written permission of Wood Mackenzie. Users purchasing this report may make a report available to 

other persons from their organization at the specific physical site covered by the agreement, but are prohibited from distributing the report to people 

outside the organization, or to other sites within the organization.

Disclaimer of Warranty and Liability

Wood Mackenzie has used its best efforts in collecting and preparing each report.

Wood Mackenzie its employees, affiliates, agents, and licensors do not warrant the accuracy, completeness, correctness, non-infringement, 

merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose of any reports covered by this agreement. Wood Mackenzie, its employees, affiliates, agents, or 

licensors shall not be liable to user or any third party for losses or injury caused in whole or part by our negligence or contingencies beyond Wood 

Mackenzie’s control in compiling, preparing or disseminating any report or for any decision made or action taken by user or any third party in reliance on 

such information or for any consequential, special, indirect or similar damages, even if Wood Mackenzie was advised of the possibility of the same. 

User agrees that the liability of Wood Mackenzie, its employees, affiliates, agents and licensors, if any, arising out of any kind of legal claim (whether in 

contract, tort or otherwise) in connection with its goods/services under this agreement shall not exceed the amount you paid to Wood Mackenzie for use 

of the report in question.

http://www.woodmac.com/


Wood Mackenzie™, a Verisk business, is a trusted intelligence provider, empowering decision-makers with unique insight on 

the world’s natural resources. We are a leading research and consultancy business for the global energy, power and 

renewables, subsurface, chemicals, and metals and mining industries. For more information visit: woodmac.com

WOOD MACKENZIE is a trademark of Wood Mackenzie Limited and is the subject of trademark registrations and/or 

applications in the European Community, the USA and other countries around the world.
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Asia Pacific
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Website

+44 131 243 4400

+1 713 470 1600

+65 6518 0800

contactus@woodmac.com
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